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ABSTRACT
In the industries of automobiles and aerospace, the use of carbon fiber has grown exponentially
over the years due to its high specific mechanical properties. However, the existing processes for
the placement of these fibers within these industries remain either restrictive to the doubly-curved
free-formed surfaces required or economically unfeasible in respect to the larger scaled compo-
nents desired. This paper presents a tool path generation process whichwill produce non-collisional
pathing for the automated placement of uniform fibers on scalable doubly-curved free-formed sur-
faces. To begin this process, a high detail model of the component part is given and analyzed
for optimizing the placement of both the part and the KUKA robot. We account for variable fiber
placement angles based on design specifications of the part. The process will begin with a given
three-dimensional rendering of the component model which will be transformed into a readable
Robotic Scripting Language (RSL) file that the machine will be able to understand. This research
is intended for the eventual development of manufacturing support software for automated fiber
placement (AFP).
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1. Introduction

The term fiber placement refers to composite fabrica-
tion processes that involve the laying down of reinforc-
ing fibers along predefined trajectories onto a compo-
nent [7]. A number of different automated processes
have elements that could be considered fiber placement,
such as filament winding, pultrusion, and preforming
[5]. However, these are not considered in this study due
to their limited range in adaptability to double-curved
free-formed component surfaces. Manual lay-up pro-
cesses, which are done by hand, allow for the widest
range in double-curved free-formed component surface
application by comparison. However, this type of man-
ual lay-up process comes with the higher cost of being
labor intensive, slow, and thus economically unfeasible
for larger scaled component applications. For this study,
larger scaled component from the industries of automo-
tive and aerospace are the focus, where large doubly-
curved free-formed component parts are expected to
undergo a complete fiber placement process individu-
ally based on ground objects. Ground objects are then
later removed in the process. This is where the poten-
tial automation of a manual lay-up process, referred
to as an automated lay-up process here forth, should
be able to adapt double-curved free-formed component
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surface applications without the cost of intensive labor,
while improving both accuracy, precision and efficiency
[7]. This tool path generation process will then be able
to enable the economic feasibility of automated lay-
ups for larger double-curved free-formed component
surfaces.

This tool path generated placement of automated lay-
ups requires design support methodology that are cur-
rently not offered by any commercially available design
software and are vital to the automated lay-up pro-
cess development. This paper will focus on the use of
highly adaptableAFPprocesseswhichwill leverage an in-
house tool path generation process specifically intended
for doubly-curved free-form component surfaces. AFP
machine development continues to improve in both
accuracy and precision [1] and currently boasts over 7
degrees of freedom, 6 rotational and 1 translational for
this study. In adapting this tool path generation process
to anAFPmanufacturing option, several key factorsmust
be accounted for in both its planning and designing. This
is done to avoid challenges found in tool pathing, for
example, additive manufacturing challenges associated
with running towfibers along a curved free-form surfaces
which may lead to gappages and overlaps [1]. In regards
to planning, computational and simulation needs will
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need to be assessed before designing the experimental
plan. It is through the experimental plan, not covered
in this paper, that an AFP’s application feasibility for
this purpose can later be determined. This paper will
first explore the findings and analysis of various work-
cell setups. A workcell being defined as the arrange-
ment of resources in a manufacturing environment to
improve the quality, speed and cost of the fiber laying pro-
cess which is designed to improve the process flow and
eliminate waste throughout the automated lay-up pro-
cess. Workcell designs in this study will focus on both
the initial placement and movement boundaries of both
the robot and the component part. Several demonstra-
tion workcells were built with the perspective of a future
robotics platform that would provide extended degrees of
freedom to generate placement paths and avoid workcell
collisions. To do this, we present a Java slicer developed
specifically for this end that outputs RSL code, needed
for the functionality of the demonstration workcell. In
regards to designing a tool path generation process for
AFP, it becomes critical to define both the abilities and
limitations of a lay-up process. Through the use of an
AFP system, designers are providedwith increasing capa-
bilities for non-conventional composite manufacturing.
Non-conventional, in this study, will be primarily con-
cerned with fiber steering which may fall outside the
standard 0/45/90 degrees within each ply. However, man-
ufacturing limitations on fiber tow steering design will
not be covered in this paper. For more information on
fiber steering limitations refer to Lopes [6]. The following
sections summarize the parameters used in the various
pre-set styles. Figure 1 is a chart representing the overall
manufacturability study being conducted for our client,
from which this paper will only cover the first three
phases for this study.

2. Implementation

The following is the methodology used to make the
carbon fiber placement machine follow a path about
a doubly-curved free-form surface of a given compo-
nent which is uniquely generated based on the defined
user input. The process will begin with a given three-
dimensional rendering of the component model which
will be transformed into a readable RSL file that the
machine will be able to understand. The first step is
accomplished by first bringing in a high detailed render-
ing of the componentmodel intended for AFPwhich was
created using Catia, an industry leading computer aided
engineering program for three-dimensional rendering.
Catia stores this component model information in the
form of an STL file format which contains several coor-
dinate triangles which together make up the complete

rendering of the model. Each coordinate triangle con-
tains its normal direction and three separate point vector
whichmake up the surface triangle. By utilizing the STL’s
systematic rendering process of the component, we then
import the STL file into our in-house Java based inter-
preting program. This program then interprets the STL’s
rendering of the model using two numerical method
approaches designed specifically for generating computer
simulated AFP trials. The first numerical method used
begins by creating points along the surface of the shape.
To do this, we use equidistant plane slices to intersect
the triangular plane edges which will be where the points
for path generation will reside [9]. The second numeri-
cal method used involves the generating of path vectors
using these equidistant points about the surface of the
object and both method coordinate systems are based on
the Frenet frame. This portion of the code will provide a
path vector at each of the surface points that the slices
create. The average of 2-3 of these vectors creates the
pathing for the computer simulated AFP trials. However,
to engage a KUKA robot, this newly generated pathing
(with its normal referencing) must finally be converted
into a uniqueRSLfilewhich themachinewill understand.
The RSL file will also allow for the component model to
be moved to start a new line of carbon fiber placement
while the robot simulation program itself will allow for
the testing of code viability.

2.1. Model analysis

The generation of the tool path for the roller mounted
to the robotic arm begins with an STL model of the part
of interest. Using our in-house Java based interpreting
program, the STL model is first imported into memory
for reading and writing capabilities. It is by doing this
first that we may then later apply numerical methods
to the patterned information within the STL to create
a more usable set of information based on user input.
User inputs include slicing angle, also known as place-
ment angle or fiber angle, and number of sections. A slice
is a term used to describe the angled placing an itera-
tive plane through a model which will be used for the
linear mapping of the object’s surface. In additive man-
ufacturing such as fiber placement, this can enable the
use to reinforce both the materials and the structures
being created [4]. The number of sections is the divi-
sion of the objects width in relation to its given slicing
angle of rotation. This allows for the determining of each
consequent slice angle to be both equidistant and paral-
lel. Generally, good slicing angles run the length of the
object but may vary depending on the curvature of the
component model. This section slicing methodology is
important because it allows the user to adapt the tool’s
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Figure 1. The manufacturability study flow for the part in question.

tow width for each automated lay-up process; avoiding
both tow overlaps and tow gappage [2]. Our simulations
ranged from a single tow width of ¼ in to an eight tow
width of 2 in which is within the range of the AFP indus-
try’s technological capabilities [8]. This range is vital to
the efficiency of coverage in this study because most of
the parts to be processed for this study exceed 10 feet in
length and 5 feet in width. Each facet that makes up the
mesh contains three vectors which define the 3 points of
the triangle, as well as a vector that defines the outward-
pointing face normal of the facet. In order to generate
the slices, the code searches for the facets which inter-
sect the plane, and a line is found across this intersection.
A set line is the summation of each of these lines about
each individual defined plane. The total number of set
lines, which are found at this intersection, defines the
cross section of the model. Figure 2 shows a sliced ren-
dering of the component model. Notice how each slice
is depicted by the set lines which run across the surface

of the component and used as a generated pathing for
an AFP tool.

Figure 2. The black lines indicate the generated pathing along
the surface of the model which was divided into 8 equally spaced
sections at 0 degrees for demonstration.
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After the initial generation of the slice, which contains
the direction vector (Z-axis) orthogonal to the surface at
the vector location of the point. Now the X and Y axes
must be generated for the points to allow for a smoother
orientation of themachine head throughout the tool path
[3]. The X-axis is defined by averaging the directions
from the surrounding points to the point of interest. The
point of interest is defined to be the directional vector
from which an averaging of a previous point and a future
point are made before normalizing the length of the vec-
tor. The X-axis represents the gradient on the surface at
this vector, and points towards the next vector along the
path. The Y-axis, simply generates from the cross product
of X, Z axis, and it is orthogonal to both.

2.2. Generating the robot scripting language (RSL)

The information required to generate the robotic motion
instructions along the surface of the object have been
provided to this RSL generation module from the path
generation portion of the code. To define a motion point
for the robot, the vector location of the point and the
XYZ axes must be defined. The XYZ axes define the ori-
entation for the robot’s tool at the point along the path.
The RSL generation module contains methods which
simplify the generation of RSL. Themethods use the nec-
essary inputs, primarily vector location and directional
axes, and reformats it with the RSL markup syntax, in
order to generate the final functional code. Additional
instructions are later added automatically upon the first
time opening and running of the new RSL file in the
KUKA Sim Pro 2.2 program. These additional instruc-
tions extend to Boolean inputs and outputs which serve
to create amore realistic simulation, adding functionality
beyond blindly following a provided path. They account
for motion routines between individual sections of the
paths, as well as changing the configuration of the robot
and manipulating the available binary I/O ports. The
binary ports, while not required for this approach, can
be used to communicate with other machines within the
workcell, as well as enable tracing of tool’s motions for
visual inspections of itsmovements. The types ofmotions
available to control the robot are linear and point to point.
The linear motion directly translates the tool data, which
is the point defined at the end of the tool, as well as
the tools orientation, along the path between the current
position and the specified coordinate. This point to point
method involves robot pathing movements, from start to
finish, which are generated by the KUKA Sim Pro 2.2
software upon opening the created RSL file. Depending
on the workcell setup in use, this point to point method
generated may result in unpredictable and undesirable
movements.

A limitation of the RSL is that the position along the
rail, also known as the external axis, is not internally com-
puted by the robot’s motion controller. Therefore, the
code developed for converting the path locations into
motion points for the robot needs to compute the opti-
mal travel distance along the external axis in order to
complete the instructed motion.

The base of the robot may be aligned with the end
effector, or the base may be staggered from the head up
to the length of the arm itself. The variation in this stag-
gering along the external axis allows the robot to reach
extreme locations on the surface, whichmay be very close
to the rail or distant points. In general, the variation along
the external axis significantly expands the working enve-
lope available to the robot. More distant points may also
be brought into the working envelope of the robot by
manipulation of the surface’s orientation with regards to
the rail.

The available manipulation was the simulated effect
of a mandrel for the testing. A connection between the
robot and the part was created, and the robots code
could send a signal which would initiate a partial rota-
tion of the surface. Rotation of the particular part was
performed about its long axis, and the rotation could
be stepwise or continuous depending on the pathing
requirements.

2.3. Workcell organization

Several workcell organizations were prepared to account
for the limitations between each object’s physical bound-
aries and the optimal degrees of freedom between the
robot and the given model. Limitations for the robot
include both its movement path and its reach about the
model’s surface. Movement path limitations include the
robot’s general restriction to a finite linear track and
arm movements which do not collide with the track, the
model, itself, or go beyond the designed tolerable axes of
motion for the robot. For reach limitations, it was vital to
account for the fiber placement processes needed to be
applied at an angle which is normal to the surface of the
object.

To address this specific reach requirement, several
simulated setups were created in KUKA Sim Pro 2.2 for
our approach, in which inner and outer boundary tests
were systematically performed. First, it was determined
that the initial orientation of the object, relative to the
robot, would need to run parallel to the robot’s track to
utilize the robot’s linear range. Second, the model was
assessed statically and dynamically (rotating about a sin-
gle axis), at varying angles, degrees of rotations, and gen-
eral proximity from the robot to determine feasibility. In
Figure 5, KUKA Sim Pro 2.2 simulates a demonstration
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Figure 3. The blue lines represent the normal axis for each point
defined about two arbitrarily selected paths from Figure 2 along
the surface of the model.

workcell in which the mandrel would perform a partial
rotation about its long axis which would be positioned in
parallel with the robot’s rail. This optional mandrel rota-
tion would enable the robot to potentially reach a wider
range of consecutive paths.

Each workcell was populated by a KR-120P KUKA
Robotic arm, which rode upon a KL-10000, a 10 meter
rail. A simple placeholder tool was constructed and
mounted onto the KR’s end effector to simulate the use
of a fiber placement type device. Motion instructions

Figure 5. Defining both the mandrel’s axis of rotation and the
robot’s axis of translation in parallel of one another.

for pathing along the surface were generated using an
approximately 10 meter long, conical shape, with a
roughly 3 meter radius. The generation of the path is
restricted to the outer surface of the model and also
incorporates predetermined aspects of the simulation,
includingworkcell configuration and the parameters spe-
cific to the robot’s orientations and limits [7]. Below is an
example of actual motion pathing performed by a robot
for horizontal pathing while the mandrel rotates about
the component model’s long axis. Each path is a series of
points as a reference fromwhich the robot is able to orient

Figure 4. Pictures of the developed slicer applied on a portion of the investigation part
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itself without further manipulation of points during the
simulation. This method of displaying the points, shown
in green, enables pre-run visual confirmation of the valid-
ity of the entire pathing program. Figure 6 demonstrates
how each path is coordinated with a specific rotation of
the shape, and will match smoothly against the surface
during the completion of the particular path.

Figure 6. Simulation of viable robot tool pathing, shown in
green, along the rotated length of the component model.

Figure 7. Example of the staggering between the head and the
base. The use of the staggering allows the shape to be placed
closer to themodel, enabling the tool to reach points closer to the
rail as well as more distant points. Here the robot uses a 1000mm
stagger to access the point.

Figure 8. Example of a top down configuration which relied
heavily on the variation of the external axis in order to avoid crash-
ing against the rail, as well as manipulating the robot’s working
envelope to reach more points which lie further away from the
rail, necessitating longer reach from the robot.

Figure 9. Typical dimensions for theoffset configuration, thepart
location relative to robot base: the long axis of model is 3200mm
from the rail. The axis or rotation for the model is 2000mm above
the floor.

Figure 10. Demonstration of the safety points, shown in red, rep-
resent areas either out of reach to the robot or a potential collision
between the robot and the part within theworkcell during execu-
tion. After each pass, the robot backs out from the surface as it
moves to the beginning of the next path, and themandrel rotates
the part to allow better accessibility.

The primary use of the mandrel was during zero-
degree pathing along the long axis of the part. Stepwise
rotation was used to bring each path into the robot’s
reach. The rotations would be signaled after the current
path had been finished, and the robot removes itself from
the surface. After the completion of the parts rotation,
the robot would touch down to the surface and continue
following the paths.

Rotational control of the mandrel was also attempted
for non-zero angles, however, such a configuration is not
suited for stepwise rotations. Instead, the mandrel would
be set to a constant rotation rate, and the head would
move accordingly for the path, all the while maintaining
a constant height. Such a configuration would ensure full
coverage of the surface, however, a great deal of coordi-
nation between the speed of the robot and the mandrel
rotation speed would be necessary to ensure continuous
contact throughout the entire path, as well as ensuring
a constant speed between the tool data and the surface
(similar to actual AFP processes). Brief ventures into
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Figure 11. Demonstration of 0° and -45° pathing along the sur-
face. Green areas indicate the possible motion points, while red
areas are nonviable. These extremepoints require physicalmanip-
ulation of the workcell configuration to bring them into reach of
the tool. Themost likely solutionwould be the use of amandrel to
rotate the part for better accessibility.

Figure 12. Positioning the part above the rail enables complete
coverage of the surface by the tool. The configuration’s success
results from the reduction of extreme points, either too near or
distant.

such a configuration encountered problems with tim-
ing between speed of path coverage and the mandrels
rotation. As a result, the rotation of the mandrel would
outpace the speed of the tool, such that all coordination
would be lost. This challenge highlights the limitations
held within the engineering software’s inability to variate
rotational speeds of the component model based on the
robot’s position and could be addressed in later work.

2.4. Path evaluation

The two pre-requisites for path evaluation, are the gener-
ation of the robotic instructions as well as the modeling
and configuration of the workcell that the robot interacts
with. The tool used for path evaluation was KUKA Sim
Pro 2.2. The robotic instructions generated by the initial
code are transferred to KUKA Sim Pro 2.2. The KUKA
software provides many useful tools for evaluating and
improving programs. In terms of evaluation, KUKA’s
software simulates the robot’s motor controllers, such
that it can internally determine whether or not specific
motion points are within the robot’s reach. The software
also allows for visual inspection of the motion pathing,
as the robot’s motions are simulated within the software,

such that anomalies may be noted and used to improve
the code for generating the robotic instructions. The par-
ticular anomalies encountered throughout testing varied
fromflipping of the robot’s end effectors as joints hit their
rotational limits, in addition to the “crashing” of the arm
into different components within the workcell. The gen-
eral accessibility of the path by the robot and the presence
of the physical anomalies are used to evaluate the overall
viability of the path generated.

3. Concluding remarks

Through this work, several accomplishments and further
challenges exist. In regards to the double-curved free-
form tool pathing, this study succeeded in first reading a
component partmodel intomemory, allowing the user to
input both the tooling angles and the number of sections,
while finally creating a usable RSL. This was accom-
plished through the creation of an in-house tool path
generating software. Regarding workcell optimization,
this study determined that the length of the part should
be running parallel to the robot’s track, there by translat-
ing the part within the X and Y axis to reduce or remove
safety points, and demonstrate repeatability through sim-
ulations. However further challenges exist in regards to
eventually reducing or removing both tool path overlap
and tool path gappage in how it may negatively impact
the laying of fibers about a part [2]. Additional modifica-
tions for the program would also be needed in the way of
accounting for thewidth of the tool being used in the con-
text of a selected manufacturing process [8]. In the case
of fiber tows, both the width of the tows and the number
of tows would need to be definable by the user. The last
challenge for further development is improving compu-
tational efficiency because component partsmay increase
in both size and complexity and must be optimized. [1].
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